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About Us
We create and curate resources to
help you grow your digital
marketing business.
Tag us for a feature:
@digitaldistillery.
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About This Kit
Ok so you’ve been told to pack it in
and lock it down. Now what?
Use this isolation kit to help you
navigate uncertain times with your
digital marketing business and
come out stronger than ever.
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In this kit, you’ll ﬁnd
It’s split up into 3 main sections...
1. The Nitty Gritty (pg. 5)
A range of helpful information & insights to get you through these
uncertain times
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2. Mindset Matters (pg. 31)
Tools & information for gaining a better sense of mind over matter
3. Get The Creative Juices Flowing (pg. 39)
Resources that’ll help you practice the art of creativity and learn how to
adapt to uncertainty
To note: Beneath each section, you’ll ﬁnd a drill-down of the relevant content to explore.
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Right, let’s get into it.
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1. The Nitty Gritty
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In this section, access a range of helpful information
& insights to get you through these uncertain times.

❑ Ad spend calculator bundle (pg. 19)

We’ve put together everything from a list of
businesses successfully reinventing themselves, to
strategies you can employ to retain clients longer.

❑ Examples of ways to innovate for a disrupted industry
(pg. 21)

❑ 4 ways to impress your Facebook Ad leads (pg. 20)

❑ Exercises for repositioning yourself in a niche (pg. 22-26)
❑ Types of businesses thriving right now (pg. 27)

❑ Live call replay from an open forum - Surviving Unprecedented
Times (pg. 7)
❑ Q&A from the live forum (pg. 8-9)
❑ The FB Marketer’s quiz (pg. 11)
❑ 4 ways to help your clients during an economic crisis (pg. 12-13)
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❑ Ingredients for adjusting your eCom messaging (pg. 15-18)

❑ Government relief programs for small businesses (pg. 28)
❑ Articles to help you out (pg. 29)

DIGITAL DIDN’T KILL
BLOCKBUSTER THE INABILITY TO
ADAPT DID
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There’s no denying that we’re
experiencing a massive shift in the market right now.
While local businesses are feeling the brunt
and lockdowns are put in place, how money
ﬂows through our economy has completely
changed.
What will this mean for your agency or digital
marketing business?

Who can you connect with to take a mental break
from it all?
To help you answer these questions & support you
through this, we’ve put together this ‘Stay At
Home’ events calendar.

[

What do you do if you've already lost clients?

With it, you’ll be able to diarize live forums, agency
funnel challenges, quarantine conferences & more.

What are the services and niches to pursue
during these times?

To get an idea of what to expect on a live forum,
check out the next slide to access a FULL replay.

DD PRO

Forum Call Replay
Surviving Unprecedented Times
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Q&A
On
The
Next
Page

Click the screen to watch.
An open & informative discussion providing insight & tips from
other freelancers & business owners navigating their way
through uncharted waters.
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Q1: Do we know how strict
FB is being around
mentioning COVID-19?
I read that they are banning
Business Managers outright
for even mentioning it.
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A1:
The simple answer is:
they’re being strict.
Facebook isn’t approving
any ads that feature
COVID-19 / Coronavirus.
Proceed on the side of
caution while still being
relatable by using words
like pandemic & economic
downturn. Check out this
article for more info.

Q2: After we get through
these uncertain times, what
new services will clients
need that they never
needed before?

A2:
If your client’s niche isn’t
able to thrive right now, then
look at ways you could
prepare for the coming
boom. You could create
post-corona packages, ask
clients/customers to leave
reviews/testimonials, work
on email workﬂows, consult
on strategies, etc.

Q3: Is there somewhere I
can go to connect with
other marketers in my
industry to see how they're
handling this?

A3:
As part of our
membership, we host a
variety of weekly support
calls in the following focus
areas: Beginner support,
Lead Gen, eCommerce,
Bots and some open calls
for all niches.

Forum
Call
Replay:
Q&A - PT. 1
In this section, you’ll
ﬁnd frequently asked
questions that came
up during the Forum
Call we recently
hosted.
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Q4: What is the best
response to people wanting
to pause ad budgets?
We have service based
clients (doctors, HVAC, etc.)
and we are seeing activity
spike on all platforms.

Q5: Do you have any ideas
on how to prospect during
this situation?
We're hurting for clients and
need to bring on more.

Q6: I run a small online toy
store and I’m not sure where
to place ad spend.
I have funnels set up but
people seem nervous to
make the conversion. Should
I just ﬁll the TOF and hold
tight?

A4:
Have a serious evaluation
of their oﬀer or potential
oﬀers. Could they make a
pivot in how they oﬀer their
services i.e. virtually
showing real estate?
Competition is more
scarce right now so it’s a
great time to ramp up
budgets, not the opposite.

A5:
Some options here are to
rework your sales funnel
and join our Directory.
We’ve also put together a
section in this kit
dedicated to ways you can
impress leads.

A6:
Have a look at A2 on the
previous slide & take the
lead from your local area
lockdown restrictions. If
you’re unable to deliver
now, then move budget to
TOF. Also revisit your
messaging & try make it
relatable to where your
customer currently is in
his/her journey.

Forum
Call
Replay:
Q&A - PT. 2
In this section, you’ll
ﬁnd frequently asked
questions that came
up during the Forum
Call we recently
hosted.
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PANIC IS A BIG
REASON
BUSINESSES PULL
BACK FROM
INVESTING
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How good are you at Facebook ads?
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In 2019, there were 7 million
businesses on FB.
On the ﬂip side of this, the largest online
Facebook community, Facebook Ad Hacks for
Facebook advertisers only has 130,000 members.
Since 2017, there’s been a continued gap in the
market between the demand for Facebook
advertising skills and competent advertisers.
Even if a recession knocked out 80% of those
advertising businesses, there’s still a considerable
gap.

Take our quiz to ﬁnd out
Find out how competent you really are at FB Ads.
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1. Help Them With Funding &
Grant Options
Depending on where your client is based, there
may be subsidies available to them, provided by
their government. Facebook is also oﬀering
$100M in ad spend to small businesses.
APPLY FOR FACEBOOK GRANT HERE
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4 Ways to Help
Your Clients
During an
Economic Crisis
A guide for freelancers and agencies to
help provide clients with crisis support.

2. Help Take Them Online or
Change Their Oﬀer
If you work with brick and mortar businesses that
haven’t yet taken the leap to the online space,
consider helping them do this if possible.
E.g. Can your events client create an online
summit instead? Can your hairdressing client
create do-it-yourself online courses and training?
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3. Oﬀer Deferred Payments
Whilst you don’t necessarily need to drop your
prices, and you shouldn’t put yourself in the red to
service your clients, one option many marketers are
turning to is to oﬀer deferred payments to clients.
Client could pay 60% upfront and 40% over x
amount of months. Alternatively, under legal
advisement & trust in your client, you could discuss
taking shares in exchange for your services.
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4 Ways to Help
Your Clients
During an
Economic Crisis
Continued.

4. Host a Webinar or
Forum for Your Niche
Spend an evening researching solutions that are
being innovated in their industry to help them
re-adjust and understand the opportunities.
Host a live webinar or forum to educate them on
the new landscape and how to adjust to it.
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WE ASKED...

DD PRO

Roughly, what is
the average you
bill a client each
month?
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Ingredients for adjusting
your eCom messaging

On the following page are some tweaks you can
implement into your own messaging in the eCom
space.

It’s crucial, in situations like these, that you
address and change your messaging where
necessary.

These talking points
were provided by
Laura Gibler
Ciannamea
from our Academy
Mastermind and
reference a range of
niches in this space.
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Be it sales pages, funnels, your Facebook
campaigns or weekly mailers - adjusting your
approach in how you deliver your message to
your audience should be at the top of your
to-do list.
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Beauty and skin care can subtly focus on self-care; keeping skin tone fresh while in lockdown.
This is a need that most women will not leave behind.
Bath & body will obviously leverage cleanliness, hydration and mindset.
There are bundles opportunities here.
Fitness & supplements will focus on keeping a strong immune system, as well as keeping our minds
and bodies strong. Lockdown is not an excuse for laziness or lack of self-care.
Home decor & supplies will talk about the importance of nourishing and elevating your home environment,
the safe place where we'll all be spending so much time.
Food, beverage and subscriptions… well that's easy since this is a basic need. We can talk about convenience,
wellness, and preparedness.
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Outdoor gear will vary based on how activity-speciﬁc it is. But we can still talk about enjoying the outdoors
as a self-distancing safe escape for the soul and special oﬀers.

DD PRO
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One common ground for all in eCom is keeping customers updated frequently in terms of:
-
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Measures implemented to keep workers and teams safe
If any disruption/delay in shipping is expected or not (some warehouses have to close due to mandatory lockdowns)
If you’re fully stocked or have limited inventory
Any special oﬀer or initiative set in place as an incentive or purchase to “make it easier on customers during this
diﬃcult time” (free shipping, BOGO, gift cards, etc)
Any positive messaging: “we’re stronger together”, “this too shall pass” - where it applies
Supporting small businesses - reminding people to buy local or help keep small businesses operating if possible
In some product categories, you may be able to leverage basic needs by matching them with product qualities and
beneﬁts
Also, if sales are tough in your niche, focus on engaging your current warm audiences and customers, warm up new
audiences for later retargeting - just like you would do in September and October prior to BFCM; get real with your
messaging, run FB Lives with CEO and/or brand advocates, ask questions in comments, etc.
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Make sure to update not only your own, but any of your clients’ channels with this
messaging so that your info is current:
Email ﬂows, email campaigns, bot ﬂows, SMS marketing, social media.
Some businesses doing well right now:
- Bath & body, beauty: 10-14X across funnel in March thanks to FB lives from the CEO incorporated into the
funnels and bundles.
- Crowdfunding: from 2X to 8X by changing our copy to address the changes, and reﬂect the "current times"
as an "opportunity to invest".
- Fashion and outdoor: from 1.8X at TOF to 4X by incorporating new messaging about escaping in the tranquility of
nature or stocking up with special oﬀers.
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Ad Spend
Calculator
Bundle
The more time and energy you can
save in a period of uncertainty - the
better.
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We’ve created these calculators to help
you to determine your ad budget, desired
results and possible ROI that you could
expect from your ad campaigns.
Along with the ability to calculate if your
funnel is ﬁnancially viable or not.

Click the
screen
to access the
Calculator bundle.

This trio of easy to use, ad spend
calculators is suited for the most popular
and lucrative niches out there:
● Lead Gen
● eCommerce
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● Coaches and Online Programs
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1. Competitor Ad
Swipe File

4 Ways To Impress
Your Facebook Ad
Leads
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Lead with the right foot and bag the
perfect client with these 4 tips.

Create a competitor ad swipe ﬁle & show your lead that you’ve
done your homework. Use Facebook’s Ad Library for this.

2. Facebook Partner
Communicate professionalism and experience to your
prospective client by becoming a Facebook Marketing
Partner. Apply here.

3. Mockup Ads
Create mockup ads using the lead’s own branding in
under 10 mins. Use Facebook’s Creative Hub to do this.

4. Get Personal
Embed a simple, personalized video message in the
proposals you send. Mention:

Example: ‘Hey XXX,
we’re excited to help you grow!

❏ You’re excited to potentially help them grow
❏ Solutions they’ll ﬁnd in the proposal
❏ You’re happy to answer questions they may have
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Examples Of Ways...
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01. Call me, maybe?!

03. Wait a minute

Set up online consultations for
therapists and their clients.

Help them build "waitlists" of eager
buyers for when they're back in business.

02. Let’s take this online
Help your clients shift their brick &
mortar stores online if possible.

To Help
Your Clients
Innovate
Within a
Disrupted
Industry.

04. Do you even...
Launch an information product/course or
PDF to leverage their expertise and
know-how.
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Before we jump straight into it, let’s step back for this short interlude…
So this guy gets into business, starts selling high-end bicycles online & meets with 3
agencies to get help with Facebook Ads.
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Exercises For
Repositioning Yourself
The ability to raise your prices
and attract the right type
of lead all comes down to your
positioning, and this term is
often interrelated with “niching”.

Agency #1: Specializes in FB Ads & quotes $5k/mth
Agency #2: Specializes in eCommerce FB Ads & quotes $5k/mth
Agency #3: Specializes in bicycle eCommerce FB Ads & quotes $5k/mth
Assuming he got along equally well with each agency, who do you think he’s going to
pick? Pretty obvious right.
Let’s imagine we retold the story but this time, Agency #3 quoted $8k/mth.
Who do you think he’s going to choose.
Not surprisingly, 80% of businesses will still opt for Agency #3 despite the 60% price
increase.
And herein lies the secret power in niching. Not only are you reducing the actual time
required to set up the right resources, increasing client success rate, but you can also
charge way more for it as well!
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Tips on Choosing
Your Niche

In the book, Blue Ocean Strategy by W. Chan Kim &
Renee Mauborgne, they discuss the concept of blue
and red oceans. Red oceans are where there already
exists lots of competition.

The reality is that as an agency, you likely ﬁt into the core
market of creating wealth for your clients in some shape or
form.

Where you want to be playing is the blue oceans these are essentially niches within a submarket.
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This is good news for you as, so long as there are
businesses around, there is still a demand for your
services, even in uncertain times.

LEAD
GEN

But a changing economy means a shift in where dollars are
being spent.
For some of you, you may need to reinvent yourselves at
this stage, perhaps the industry you were positioned in has
suﬀered a large blow or perhaps there are new
opportunities available.
To get started, it’s important to think laterally about what
types of businesses and industries are now doing well,
as each one of these could be a potential client or your new
niche. We go through this on page 27.

FACEBOOK
ADVERTISING
[submarket]

eCOM
[niche]

INFO
PRODUCTS
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Many agencies ﬁnd lots of success by playing in the niche space, but if you
don’t have any street cred or are brand new you will get a lot more
traction by taking this a step further and playing within a sub-niche of that
niche.

Many agencies ﬁnd lots of success by playing in the niche
space, but if you don’t have any street cred or are brand
new you will get a lot more traction by taking this a
step further and playing within a sub-niche of that niche.

But I’m allergic to commitment. How can I just pick
one niche or sub-niche?
For many of us, trying to reﬁne or “box” ourselves to a
speciﬁc niche can induce some anxiety.
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Like you’re sticking your ﬁnger in the wind and just picking
at random. Not a comforting thought or exactly a
trust-instilling way to run your business.

FACEBOOK
ADVERTISING
[submarket]

LEAD
GEN

SPORTING
CLUBS

eCOM
[niche]

PRINT ON
DEMAND

INFO
PRODUCTS

FIT PRO
COACHES

You get the premise of niching down, it logically makes
sense, but how the hell are you supposed to pick a
niche - surely they’re not all created equal and if you’ve
worked with lots of diﬀerent types of clients in the past,
how do you pick one from the others?
So instead of hedging our bets on psychic vibes and
crystals let’s break down what typically characterizes a
good niche from the agency’s perspective.
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Tips On Choosing
Your Niche Pt. 2
Typically the niche you want to occupy will need to possess
the following elements:
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1. There’s actually a pool of potential clients in that niche for example, you could decide to specialize in funnels for
drone snipers, but if there’s only one drone sniper in the
world that won’t get your business very far.
So - to some extent - market viability. Is there already a
demand for their oﬀer? Don’t be fooled - even the most
obscure niches (like ﬁt pro coaches) can be highly
lucrative ones.
2. They - as an industry average - have revenues or margins
that can justify fair agency fees.
When the bicycle e-commerce owner was choosing
between running his own ads or hiring a pro he chose the
latter as he knew his potential for revenue could
potentially far exceed the fees to bring on the experts thus making him proﬁt, what we all want as business
owners.

If, on the other hand he had been a convenience store
owner that can only realistically generate $10K in revenue
due to locational restrictions, then paying an agency $8K
in fees won’t make much sense.
We cover pricing your services in our Academy
program, but you’ll generally want to try and go after a
niche that could sustain $4K/mth retainers.
If you’re struggling to decide on which niche to choose,
since you’ve already worked with clients from lots of
diﬀerent industries that ALSO possess elements in points
1 & 2, then we’d recommend you try overlaying your
experience with point 3 to follow.
3. You have credibility and authority within the niche.
If you still have two or more ﬁngers up in the air then
identify the one that you have the MOST credibility in
and that resonates with you personally.
For example, you may have great case studies for
building travel-based businesses websites and personal
trainer websites but you much prefer working with the
travel industry, then go with this as your niche.
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But, I’m good at both, why do I have to choose?
So here’s the big picture strategy that will help you long
term.

High Market
Demand

If you can commit to this it will save you a lot of
headaches and oﬀer you the compromise you’re
needing right now.
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Nail down one niche or sub-niche ﬁrst - let’s say it’s the
travel-based business space.
Get your production team and processes locked down
to the stage where you’re killing results for these
types of clients without ever needing your involvement.
Then move on to the next niche and repeat the process.
In essence, you can specialize in several verticals but
this takes time to get there and shouldn’t be something
you jump straight into for reasons explained above.

YOUR
IDEAL
PROFITABLE
NICHE

Credibility &
Authority

High Income
Potential
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❏ At home ﬁtness
solutions

DD PRO

❏ Personal care
products
❏ Logistics and
shipping companies
❏ Business opportunity
courses & solutions

THRIVING

BUSINESSES
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Based on the positioning
exercises you went
through in pages 22-26,
list 2 possible niches /
sub-niches you could
explore servicing.

Types of
businesses
doing well
right now.
❏ eCommerce SAAS
solutions
❏ Ergonomic oﬃce
equipment
❏ Gaming consoles

Your Positioning:

❏ Digital marketers with
skills to help grow
any of the above
❏ Food subscription
boxes
❏ Homeschooling
companies and
platforms

Next, think about which
niche you’d prefer
specializing in & make it a
goal for your business.
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Government Relief
Programs For
Small Businesses
Be sure to research what is available in your
or your client's area as diﬀerent regions and
States may provide additional subsidies.
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Below are a list of websites that may help you
in your location:
New Zealand: Access Here
United Kingdom: Access Here
Canada: Access Here
USA: Access Here
Australia: Access Here

If you’re not having fun with
what you’re doing then you’re
doing it Wrong.
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Articles
c
to help you
out
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The Deﬁnitive
Guide to Surviving
an Economic
Downturn
Trying to grow but things
around you are going
crazy?
Here’s your Deﬁnitive Guide
to growing a digital
marketing business during
uncertain times.
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Read here.

5 Coronavirus
Stories You Should
Read

5 Digital Marketing
Agency Owners share
stories of how they’re
pivoting their
businesses during a
pandemic.

Get inspired here.

9 Businesses That
Thrive During
Economic
Downturns
If you’re thinking there
won’t be any more clients
for digital marketers,
think again.
This can be a boom time for
many industries!
Read here.

DD PRO
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2. Mindset Matters.
With everything that’s happening these days, it’s easy
to fall into a pit of fear and panic with the impact of a
recession or pandemic.

❑ Guided meditation by Cat (pg. 31)

Rest assured, the pressures placed on you and your
business during this time will make you stronger for it
if, and only if, you are able to push past the fear and
see this as the opportunity for what it is.

❑ 4 mindset tools our staﬀ use to maintain balance
and inner peace in times of upset (pg. 35)

In this section, we provide various tools & information
for gaining a better sense of mind over matter.

❑ Creating a daily ritual to create harmony &
structure (pg. 32-34)

❑ Top tips to working from home (pg. 36-37)
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Guided
Meditation.
With Cat Howell
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If you’re a ﬁrst-time meditator, you may ﬁnd it odd or
uncomfortable to sit in silence with your cluster of
thoughts and feelings — not to worry, it’s completely
normal & is the beginning of something
transformative.
Setting aside even 10 minutes a day with a guided
meditation like the one we have for you or an app
like Brain.fm can completely change and restore
your mindset & pattern of thinking over time.
Go on, give yourself a break & a bit of self care, you
deserve it. You need it.
So ﬁnd a comfortable place to sit. On a chair, lying
down or legs crossed on the ﬂoor. Take your time,
roll your shoulders back if you can, and let your
thoughts tune in to this mindful meditation.
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Click the yellow play button to the right to begin.
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Creating Your
Daily Ritual
Rituals, routines, schedules,
however you prefer to word it,
are the secret sauce to a
productive-ﬁlled day, and helps
clear a cluttered mind.

They can be the one pillar of reliability and structure in an otherwise-trying
time, and will not only help you to work more eﬀectively but focus on
what's really necessary: managing crucial tasks & managing them well.
Okay, so you may not be a morning person, and that's ﬁne. A daily ritual
doesn't have to be a 5.30am yoga session followed by a freshly made
green juice - by all means if that does sound like you - great, but the idea
here is to map out a ritual that:
a) reflects your interests and is beneficial for you holistically
b) works for you timewise (so you're not stressed and running late for
client calls)
c) can easily be implemented routinely - i.e. your daily ritual
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Start simple. Think ahead. The eﬀort begins before you even get into bed. Some ideas here;
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❏ Set a gradual alarm, some mobile devices oﬀer this in-built - this way; you're not waking up to alarm bells that
set you oﬀ with your heart racing
❏ Set your coﬀee machine to kick in at 6 am
❏ Prepare your workspace for the following day
❏ Leave a glass of lemon water on your bedside table
Once you wake, set your mind and body oﬀ on the right path. Some ideas here;
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Open the window, take in the fresh air.
5-minute meditation
Stretch
Have that coﬀee or glass of water you left out to kick start your metabolism
Read a chapter from your book
Practice gratitude (no it's not woo-woo, it's being grateful for what you have, trust us,
it works!)
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So here's a daily ritual we prepared earlier.
Remember: what suits you, may not suit
someone else.
There are no rules, just what works for you.
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❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Fill up a water bottle for bed
Wake up. Allow 10 minutes, drink water
Open windows and doors for fresh air - stretch
Drink a glass of kombucha and boil the jug
Shower then make tea
Turn on a podcast while making breakfast
Eat
Kick into the day
Repeat

Once you start to put these practices in place, it'll become something that's
grounding and comforting, especially with all that’s going on & the pivots you’re
having to make. With this, you know you’ll be getting oﬀ on the right foot every day.
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HeadSpace

Apps To Kickstart
Your Mindset
Journey
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‘We cannot solve our problems with
the same thinking we used to create
them’
- Albert Einstein

Take a leaf out of Albert’s book and change
your mindset algorithm so to speak.
To help you on your journey, we’ve listed 4
useful apps that oﬀer a variety of mindfulness
& meditation techniques.
Click the icons to the right for more details.

A free app that oﬀers users a variety of
diﬀerent meditations & one of the only apps
committed to advancing the ﬁeld of
mindfulness meditation through
clinically-validated research.

Brain.fm
Functional music to improve your focus in
15 minutes.
A science-ﬁrst approach that creates music
that sounds diﬀerent - and aﬀects your brain
diﬀerently - than any other music.

Calm
Sleep more. Stress less. Live better.
Along with meditation, Calm oﬀers restful
sleep techniques, exclusive music for
diﬀering needs, video lessons, audio
programs & more.

Sleep Cycle
Sleep Cycle analyzes your sleep and wakes
you up at the most perfect time. So you feel
rested and ready to take on the day - at the
right time.
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Tips:
Working From Home
Just because it’s 5 o'clock somewhere doesn’t
mean it’s okay to down that margarita at 10am
local time, Charlotte!
Whether you’ve been working from home for
years or just getting started, here are our tried &
tested tips to increase productivity & avoid being
like Charlotte.

Dress
The Part
Dress like you’re going into the
oﬃce or meeting a client for a
coﬀee. When you look good, you
feel & do good.

Resist the urge to work from your
bed. Find a way to separate your
workspace from your homespace this way you can create a sense of
balance & order in your day.

Get
Outta Bed
Ergonomics
Who?
Sitting hunched over on your
laptop is bad for your neck &
back. Consider investing in an
ergonomic chair and laptop
stand.
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Tips:
Working from home
Pt.2

Working remotely and/or physical
distancing is no excuse to social
distance yourself. Plus, it’s not
good for your mental health either.
Take a break, make some lunch &
video call a friend.

Call a
Friend
Work &
Chill Hard
Use a Pomodoro timer app to
help you break up your workday
and ﬁt in well-deserved time to
check your insta / Tik Tok.

Track it,
Invoice it
You can’t preach ‘Pay The Invoice’ if
you’re unable to prove how much time
you’ve allocated to client-related
tasks. Use a time tracking tool like
Toggl to help you.
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BUT FIRST,
PANIC
PIVOT
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3. Get the creative
juices ﬂowing.
Being creative is more than just what you see. The beneﬁts are
ever-ﬂowing… One of them being that creatives have the ability to adapt
to uncertainty.
Why?
Because they’ve practiced the art of seeing things diﬀerently while
opening themselves up to the ﬂow of the unknown and problem-solving.
In this section, we challenge you to think outside of the box about the
ways you can get your creativity ﬂowing.
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1. Challenge your creativity by following along to a tutorial
2. Broaden your knowledge on a particular subject (running FB Ads is an
art too) by joining forums & conferences - this will help you spark great
ideas for your campaigns
3. Switch things up by exploring and playing around with something new

Ready to get ﬂowing? Here are some helpful resources:
❑ [Tutorial] How to create a base for a continuous Facebook carousel
ad using Adobe Photoshop (pg. 40)
❑ ‘Stay at Home’ events calendar ft. live forums, quiz night, & more
(pg. 41)
❑ Apps & tools we highly recommend (pg. 42)

DD PRO

Ad Creative
Tutorial
How to create a long carousel
Facebook Ad image

Adobe PS
Carousel Ad Tip

FATC | DD Pro Membership | Digital Distillery

In this tutorial, you’ll be taken through
how to create a base for a continuous
carousel ad (where one image tile ﬂows
seamlessly into the next) using Adobe
Photoshop.
These types of carousel ads stand out from
the rest. Eye-catching & really simple to
create. The possibilities are endless.
Click Watch Now on the screen to learn
how.
Click here to download your free
templates to get you started.

Watch
Now.
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cc
Stay
connected,
feel supported
& still have fun
with this
Stay At Home
Events
Calendar.
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BONJORO

CANVA

HOUSEPARTY

Boost your customer
engagement with
perfectly timed,
personalized videos.

A free tool to help you
create designs and
artwork - fast! Anything
from social posts to
informative charts.

A group video chat
platform to help you be
together with your
friends & family when
you're not together.

More here.

More here.

More here.

PLANOLY

PICOLO

MARCO POLO

Manage, plan, schedule
and analyze your
Instagram posts with
Planoly.

Throw aside the Uno
cards & let Marmelapp’s
Picolo take the lead.
Answer questions. Do as
you’re told. Bottoms up!

Send & receive videos
when it’s convenient for
you. Think walkie-talkie
meets digital. Copy that?

More here.

More here.

More here.

NETFLIX PARTY

NIKE TRAINING

FB AD HACKS

This free app will let
you Netﬂix & chill with
friends online. It also
has a nifty group chat
feature.

Dubbed a freemium
ﬁtness app. The ‘Just Do
It’ brand aims to get you
burning cals in the
comfort of your own
home.

Share support questions,
new features, ad hacks,
case studies, best
practices, and lead/client
questions in this FB
group.

More here.

More here.

More here.

Other Apps &
Tools We
Highly
Recommend
That’ll help get you through
both work & play!

DD PRO

Zoom Virtual
Background
Tutorial

Zoom
Virtual Background
Tutorial
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In this video, Nicole Laidlaw will take you
through how to customize your Zoom
virtual background so you can switch
things up depending on the call you’re on.
Hosting a webinar that you're going to
stream live to FB? Use your logo in the
background to increase brand awareness.
Team games night? Add in some confetti
animations & team photos.
Go on, get creative.
Click Watch Now on the screen to learn
how.

Watch
Now.
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You’re one
step closer...
If you've made it this far, well-freakin’-done!
You're one step closer to navigating your Digital
Marketing business through these uncertain times and
coming out even stronger for it.
If you need more campaign support and are looking for
ways to build upon your conﬁdence as a Facebook
marketer then check out the next page for...

The world's most robust
& comprehensive
support membership for
Facebook Advertisers...
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As companies the world over look to cut costs, talent strategies
begin to favor freelancers and contractors - there's never been
a better time to launch and build an online digital marketing
business!
Claim your Digital Distillery membership today and access:
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We know you’ve got this,
but we’re here to help
make it that much easier.

➔ Training: Strategies to drive sales across diﬀerent industries
➔ Lead Directory: Get matched with paid gigs, internships &
contracts
➔ Support: 8 x weekly support calls + 24/7 private group
support
➔ Monthly industry expert training: Build your knowledge
beyond just ads
If you’re not having fun with
➔ Instant access to all training & support
what you’re doing then you’re
doing it Wrong.

+ BONUS ACCESS TO TP101

➔ 8 week mindset program to help you build internal stability
during uncertain times...
➔ Wealth Frequency Upgrade & Journaling Secrets with Jesse
Elder...

Learn More About DD Pro Here!
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